PJM OASIS Customer Notification about reserving/posting over DST (Daylight Saving Time) for 2020

The PJM OASIS User Interface will correctly profile 23 hours over the DST switch using the Eastern Prevailing time zone. You have the option to do this with a single reservation using EP.

March OASIS:
The PJM OASIS User Interface will correctly profile 23 hours over the DST switch using the Eastern Prevailing time zone. You have the option to do this with a single reservation using EP.

March OASIS:
1) Change your PJM OASIS time zone to Eastern Prevailing.
2) When Reserving/Posting set the start time to 3/8/2020 00:00 and the stop time to 3/9/2020 00:00 and click ADD.
3) Update the 23 hour profile as applicable and click SUBMIT.

* PJM OASIS time zone is in the upper left corner of the screen

On March 8, 2020 at 02:00 the time zone changes forward, giving the day 23 hours total.

This example is for hourly requests and hourly resale postings that can be impacted by the time change. Daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly reservations may not be impacted if their profiles are continuous over the DST transition.

November OASIS:
The PJM OASIS User Interface will correctly profile 25 hours over the DST switch using the Eastern Prevailing time zone. You have the option to do this with a single reservation using EP.

November OASIS:
1) Change your PJM OASIS time zone to Eastern Prevailing.
2) When Reserving/Posting set the start time to 11/1/2020 00:00 and the stop time to 11/2/2020 00:00 and click ADD.
3) Update the 25 hour profile as applicable and click SUBMIT.

* PJM OASIS time zone is in the upper left corner of the screen

On November 1, 2020 at 02:00 the time zone changes back, giving the day 25 hours total.

Scheduling information can be found on the ExSchedule page: https://www.pjm.com/-/media/etools/exschedule/exschedule-dst-guide.ashx?la=en

Any comments or issues can be directed to the Member Relations hotline at 610-666-8980 during normal business hours.